What is Khanmigo for Teachers?

Khanmigo for Teachers is an AI-powered teaching assistant available for free to all US educators, thanks to a new partnership between Microsoft and Khan Academy. Khanmigo is designed to make your job less about paperwork and more about teaching. It collaborates with you on your most burdensome tasks, generating high-quality progress reports and classroom activities that build on your expertise.

Teacher Dashboard

The teacher dashboard contains all the materials you need to create with Khanmigo and would like to refer back to, export, or edit. The tools on the Khanmigo Teacher Dashboard are tailored to save you time and assist you in your teaching practice.

- View all your classes
- Access activities page
- Toggle between teacher and student mode
- Use teacher prompts

Lesson Plans

The Lesson Plan Tool works by taking your input and using it to generate a draft lesson plan. You can input your own topic or use one of the suggested ones from Khan’s content.

The lesson plan includes learning objectives, a list of learning activities, assessment strategy, and resources. This also links to Khan content such as learning resources, videos or articles.

Refresh My Knowledge

Refresh my knowledge has been designed to help you enhance your knowledge of a specific topic.

Choose the specific subject or topic you want to review - This could range from math concepts to science theories, depending on what you need a refresher on. Khanmigo will then provide you with tailored resources, such as videos, articles, and practice exercises, to help you get up to speed on the selected topic.

Class Snapshot

Class snapshot gives you a high-level analysis of your students’ work over the past 7 days, including their learning time, assignment completion data, course mastery progress and more!

Recommend Assignments

This tool uses data from your students’ performance and progress to suggest assignments that target areas where they might need more practice or could excel further.

Khanmigo will list recommended assignments based on recent activities and performance in quizzes. You can assign these tasks directly to your students or customise them if needed. You can also use @ to see recommendations for specific students.

Learn More About The New Partnership in Our Blog!